
All details are believed to be correct, but not guaranteed by owner or Broker.  Some information was sourced and quoted from Chaparral 

brochures.  Measurements, weight and tank sizes were sourced from Chaparral data.  It is the Purchaser's responsibility to have the engine(s), 

systems and integrity of the vessel inspected. 
 

 
 

Contact:  Brenda Flower  Tel:  (705) 528-9979 

     Email:  westwind@csolve.net 

     www.westwindyachtscanada.com 

 

Chaparral 224 Sunesta - 2008  $45,900 
 

LOA  22’ 4”    Beam  8’ 6” 
Fuel  50 gallons   Weight 4,000 LBS   
Power Mercruiser 5.0L MPI, 260 HP – Alpha drive 
Trailer Eagle tandem bunk trailer - E22-50TB  

 
Some of the following data has been quoted from the 2008 Chaparral brochure 

“Chaparral’s revolutionary new Wide Tech™ hull design really pays off inside the supersized 224 Sunesta.  
Go ahead, compare the 224 Sunesta with rival offerings three or even four feet longer … it more than sizes up.  
What’s so impressive about the 224 is it wraps the roominess of a deck boat with the styling and spark of a 
performance minded sport boat.  In this case, “new” doesn’t mean warmed over, but a quantum step forward 
in styling, performance and features.  The 224 invites you to take to the water with a huge, integrated water 
level platform and an aft facing transom lounge.  At this length you don’t expect to find an enclosed head, wet 
bar and endless storage but that’s exactly what the 224 delivers.” 
 
“The area that benefits the most from Chaparral’s Wide Tech™ hull design and gives the 224 its most 
competitive advantage is the bow.  Featuring an all new look, the king sized wide open bow area features a 
huge platform on the deck and a four step telescopic boarding ladder.”  In addition to the full list of standard 
equipment, this 224 is equipped with numerous optional items … Eagle tandem bunk trailer, wakeboard tower,  
GPS, Cockpit table, bow filler cushion, and much more! 

 

Equipment  (in addition to standard features) 
Wakeboard tower w/holders & colour coordinated bimini top 
Windshield upgrade with complete canvas enclosure 
Tonneau cover 
Bow cover 
Bow filler cushion 
Wide band gel coat (copper) and wide band sport graphics 
Convenience Package 
 Compass 
 Digital depth sounder 
 Clarion transom stereo remote 
 Transom power tilt switch 
Premium Package 
 Stainless steel docking lights 
 Bow scuff plate 
 Pull up cleats (6) 
Premium speaker upgrade with amp and subwoofer 
Clarion AM/FM CD and Sirius Satellite 
Garmin 530C GPS Plotter 
Pressure water with transom and bow showers 
Cockpit galley with sink, ice chest and 12v outlet 
Insulated ice chests including a 25 quart Igloo cooler 
Pump-out Porta-potty w/opening portlight (never used) 

 
Wide in-floor ski, knee and wakeboard storage locker 
Table w/side mount base in both cockpit and bow 
Cockpit and bow mirrors 
Extended swim platform 
Molded-in transom trunk storage 
Stainless steel boarding ladders at bow and stern 
Dual batteries with selector and crossover switches 
Built-in anchor locker with anchor retainer 
Snap in carpets 
Air pump 
 
Inside heated winter storage since new 
Original owner selling – very low hours 
 
Trailer – Eagle tandem bunk trailer E22-50TB 
   Copper colour with chrome colour graphics 
   Spare tire and carrier 
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